
ITEM T80/024 
SUBJECT: LOW COOLANT LEVEL INDICATOR SYSTEH 
HODELS: TR7, TRS 

Current TR7 and TRS vehicles incorporate a 10\'; coolant level warning system consisting 
of a sensor unit, part number C43222, mounted on the cooling system expansion tank 
and a signal transmitter unit, existing part number RKC 4149 , which is a grey colored 
cylindrical unit mounted above the hood release mechanism . The signal transmitter 
operates an instrument panel warning light indicating low coolant level in the ex
pansion tank. 

TESTING 

A) Switch on ignition . The "arning light should stay on approximately 8 seconds . 

B) Leave ignition on , disconnect lead from expansion tank simulating a 10" coolant 
condition. The "arning light should come on after approximately 10 seconds . 
If the light does not come on, replace the signal transmitte r unit "ith a new 
unit, part number RKC 5259K colored black. 

It is essential to carry out this check and replacement of the unit , if necessary , 
at PDI or 1 , 000 mile service or the first opportunity "hen a vehicle is at the dealer
ship for service . 

\~arranty claims should be submitted on the standard warranty claim form (SER 6) 
quoting Service Ref B469 in the comment box No. 20 . 

Repair time a llowance of 0 . 05 hours is based on the fact that the vehicle will already 
be in the service shop for service work. 

Affected VIN range: 200001 to 211440 

400001 to 400524 

ITE1-1 T80/025 
SUBJECT: AC DELCO COIL/AHPLIFIER UNIT 
MODELS : TR7 

H.C.T. 

Instances have occurred where a complete coil/amplifier unit has been changed to rectify 
a problem which was in fact caused by poor or broken connections in the moulded p lug 
connector from the heats ink to the coil. 

Intermittent failure of the ignition is usually associated with a poor plug connection 
and a check of this i t em should be part of any ignition problem diagnosis. 

The lead length and run varies on some installations. 
the lead above the master cylinder and s ecure to some 
wh i ch. lessens the lead movement at the moulded plug. 

It is advant.ageous to route 
location with a plastic strap 

H. C.T. 




